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If you have a light Z’ that mixes with the ZIf you have a light Z’ that mixes with the Z
the precise measurements on the Higgs properties may lead the precise measurements on the Higgs properties may lead 

to the strongest bound on the Z-Z’ mass mixingto the strongest bound on the Z-Z’ mass mixing

Take Home MessageTake Home Message
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SM works fineSM works fine
with one Higgs with one Higgs 
doubletdoublet

But, what if there is But, what if there is 
another higgs doublet another higgs doublet 
in nature...in nature...

The W and Z masses limit the type of higgs doublets in natureThe W and Z masses limit the type of higgs doublets in nature

Y= ± 1



SM works fineSM works fine
with one Higgs with one Higgs 
doubletdoublet

But, what if there is But, what if there is 
another higgs doublet another higgs doublet 
in nature...in nature...

Second
Doublet
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General Scalar PotentialGeneral Scalar Potential

General Yukawa LagrangianGeneral Yukawa Lagrangian

Ad hoc: to suppress flavor changing Interactions
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Neutrino masses and absence of FCNI in the 2HDM from Gauge PrinciplesNeutrino masses and absence of FCNI in the 2HDM from Gauge Principles

2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry
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Neutrino masses and absence of FCNI in the 2HDM from Gauge PrinciplesNeutrino masses and absence of FCNI in the 2HDM from Gauge Principles

2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry
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This 2HDM has no pseudoscalar!This 2HDM has no pseudoscalar!
This is a key distinction to the canonical 2HDM



2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry

SM Higgs is the heavy 
scalar!

New light scalar
lighter than 125GeV
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Usually bounds on 2HDM Usually bounds on 2HDM 
are expressed with this plotare expressed with this plot

In our model weIn our model we
need much more!need much more!



2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry

Higgs Associated Production at LEP- light higgs searchesHiggs Associated Production at LEP- light higgs searches
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Z’ is a gauge bosonZ’ is a gauge boson
lighter than the Zlighter than the Z



2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry2HDM + U(1) gauge symmetry

Higgs Associated Production at LEPHiggs Associated Production at LEP
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Higgs Properties as measured by the LHC. Thanks to Higgs Working group!Higgs Properties as measured by the LHC. Thanks to Higgs Working group!
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Z’ is a gauge bosonZ’ is a gauge boson
lighter than the Zlighter than the Z

The Higgs offers a powerful probe The Higgs offers a powerful probe 
to new physicsto new physics

If you have a light Z’ that mixes with the ZIf you have a light Z’ that mixes with the Z
the precise measurements on the Higgs properties may lead the precise measurements on the Higgs properties may lead 

to the strongest bound on the Z-Z’ mass mixingto the strongest bound on the Z-Z’ mass mixing
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